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Common accessories
safe & easy to mount

Safe and easy to mount
The internal accessories are designed for safe and
easy mounting. The breaker trips upon cover removal
and remains tripped until the cover is replaced. Cover
removal provides access to a specifically designed,
isolated compartment into which the accessories can
be mounted easily and safely in conveniently marked
areas. 
The advanced design includes routing channels for
external wiring that allows access to internal
terminals, making it easier to connect accessories. 
Particular attention has been paid to the design of
these terminals that allow the connection of wiring
from 0.5 to 2.5 mm2.

Common and adaptable
The same internal accessories are used in the
FD, FE and FG frame sizes. The mounting
system and wiring access methodology
remains the same: simple and effective.
The FK frame has equivalent accessories and
the same connection options. 
For plug-in and draw-out breakers 6, 8 and 
10 pole plug/socket combinations are
available. These are equipped with wiring that
can be led through specific openings in the
breaker rear.
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Mounting
Internal accessories can be easily
clicked into conveniently marked areas
in the isolated compartment.
Clearly marked indication of the
accessory position and a mechanical
interchange prevention system assure
an error-proof and solid mounting of
the accessory.

Auxiliary and Bell Alarm contacts
The internal accessories are common to  Record PlusTM FD, FE and FG circuit
breakers. They offer a unique, patented, auxiliary contact block with normally
open and normally closed contacts which are suitable for use in high current
and high fidelity applications. A selective Bell Alarm contact featuring
complementary contacts is also available. 

Releases
The shunt and undervoltage releases are a totally new design combining the
best in electromechanical and electronic engineering. Most releases are
common for  AC and DC voltages and are available in a wide voltage range.
They combine low power consumption, a kiss-free, lock-out design and the
ease of use common to all Record PlusTM internal accessories.

Wiring
External wiring is routed through the
top or the side of the breaker lid
through break out openings. 
The wiring can then be connected to
the accessory terminals. These cage
terminals allow for cross sections from
0.75 to 2.5 mm2 and even allow the
connection of two wires. 
All contact points are coded in
accordance with the EN 60947
standard thus allowing for universal
wiring diagrams.
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Can be turned 90°
to allow horizontal mounting
of breaker.

Wide range of
electrical & mechanical operators

Easy-to-mount rotary handles
Fitted onto the breaker front the device allows the vertical handle
movement to be changed into a rotary operation with the OFF
position at 3 o’clock and the OFF position at 6 o’clock. An accurate
position indication of the three breaker positions ON-OFF and
TRIPPED is provided by a totally new internal design that also
allows the user to install one or two early closing and late opening
contact blocks  which are  the same as the standard internal
accessory types.

Easy to install
The handles are available as a breaker mounted device, a type
that can be mounted through a door or a panel and a version
where the operator is mounted on the door or panel front. 
The door and/or panel mounted units are equipped with
(bypassable) interlocks to prevent the door from opening or the
panel being removed whilst the breaker is ON. The door/panel
mounted operators use a drilling common across the line. 
Each breaker size and breaking capacity rating has its own
escutcheon  and handle that can be equipped with padlocks
and/or a keylock. 
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Safe to operate
Locking/Interlocking devices
To allow users to safely work on the installations or installation segments
protected by the Record PlusTM moulded case circuit breakers it is
possible to padlock the devices in their OFF position.  A padlocking facility
can be attached to the breaker front allowing the breaker to be equipped
with up to three padlocks of 5 to 8 mm. 
A second type (depicted in the photo) is only firmly attached  to the
breaker when it is padlocked and can be removed for use on another
breaker when not in use. Key locking devices allow the creation of
multiple key interlocking configurations. A walking beam system is
available for interlocking two or three breakers.  The system can be
upgraded to a fully automatic power transfer system.

Easy to operate
Electrical operators
Front mounted devices that allow electrical
operation of the breaker on which the device
is mounted. Common to all electrical
operators is a closing speed lower than 
80 milliseconds, the same three wire
electrical scheme and a clear and accurate
ON, OFF and TRIPPED indication in the
devices front face. Each device has two
operational positions electrical or manual
and  can be padlocked or 
key-locked in OFF position. Easy connection
is achieved by locating the terminals in the
immediate vicinity of those of the internal
accessories and by using terminals with a
connection capacity of 
0.5 to 2.5 mm2. 
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Versatile installation options

Standard connection options
The breakers are equipped with front access terminals
designed to allow the user to quickly and easily connect
standard conductors. The FD63/160 frame has box clamps
suited for one or two cable cores or busbars while the FE, FG
and FK frame sizes are configured to allow for easy busbar
connection.

Configurable connection options
A wide range of alternatives are available in kit form with
rear and angular connectors, spreaders, customised ring ter-
minal connectors and extenders. Single and multiple box
clamps can be directly fitted to the breaker terminals or in
combination with extenders and spreaders. This flexibility
allows the user to adapt Record PlusTM circuit breakers to
almost all standard connection configurations while at the
same time allowing for the use of over-dimensioned and/or
multiple conductors.

Terminal shields
Each breaker can be fitted with tamper resistant, short or
long, terminal shields  that allow a IP30 finishing of the
product. Backplates and phase separators complete this line
and consistently enable the user to connect the products in
a safe manner. Specific applications, extra accessories are
available for some breaker sizes like the FD160 with its IPXXB
terminal covers and the FG frame with its widened long
terminal shield.
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Connectivity
The installation of a breaker is much easier and more cost effective
when the mounting and connecting of  the breaker can be reduced
to a few simple, automateable tasks. Based on these principles 
GE Power Controls have devised a unique system 
that allows the user to mount and connect the
breaker before installation. 
An adaptor plate, specifically designed for the 
Record PlusTM breaker line and incorporating all the
connection hardware, is fitted to the breaker using 
5 to 6 simple screws. Once mounted the adaptor is
then simply plugged onto a three or four pole busbar
system already installed in the equipment.  

Plug-in systems
Plug-in mounting systems are available for current ratings through
630A in both kit and assembled options. The plug-in system
consists of a single-piece moulded base in an IPXXB configuration.
The mounting system features a safety interlock which ensures
that the breaker is mechanically tripped before it is fully withdrawn
or re-inserted in the ON position.
An optional set of plug-in terminal block(s) are available 
for use with internal accessory connections. Plug-in
mounting bases are normally supplied with exactly the
same front access terminal configuration as the standard
fixed breaker. This allows the use of the 
same wide range of connection accessories that are
available in kit form on the fixed version. These includs 
rear and angular connectors, spreaders, customised ring
terminal connectors and extenders. Internal accessories
can be easily clicked into conveniently marked areas in 
the isolated compartment. Clearly marked indication of 
the accessory position and a mechanical interchange
prevention system assures an error-proof and solid
mounting of the accessory.

Draw-out system
Simple, hand-operated draw-out mechanisms are available for
breakers up to 1600A. The draw-out system enables Record PlusTM

breakers to be configured as fully isolated devices with three
positions: Inserted, Test & Isolated, Remove
The system makes use of the plug-in base and offers all the         

advantages of these IPXXB devices such as the safety             
interlock system which makes sure that the breaker is 

mechanically tripped before it is fully withdrawn or 
re-inserted in the "on" position.

They also allow the use of the same optional set of plug-in terminal
block(s) for use with internal accessory connections and are
normally supplied with exactly the same front access terminal
configuration as the standard fixed breaker.
External wiring is routed through the top or the side of the breaker
lid through break out openings. All contact points are coded in
accordance with the EN 60947 standard thus allowing for universal
wiring diagrams.
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Using world class design and development
tools like Six Sigma, Computer Simulation
and Lean Manufacturing, Record PlusTM is
intended to meet and exceed the most
stringent quality and safety standards. 
At GE we are proud to offer a product that
will offer years of reliable and dependable
protection.

GE Power Controls’ name is synonymous
with a broad range of products designed to
meet our customer’s changing and
competitive environment. Our drive to 
exceed our customer’s expectations is the
foundation for continual renewal of our
commitment to provide innovative low
voltage solutions.

The new ElfaPlus,  Record PlusTM, M-Pact and
Surion breaker and starter lines offer a full
line of hi-performance protection devices. 
The four lines are designed to be
aesthetically and technically compatible and
suited for a wide range of applications. 
They provide a fully co-ordinated approach
to circuit and device protection for domestic,
commercial or  industrial usage.

GE Power Controls' new lines meet the latest
technical standards and regulations and
have been certified by authorities as Lovag,
the KEMA and Lloyd’s. The components in
these lines have been designed to be an
integral part of a solution. A complete low
voltage distribution and control range
including components, accessories and the
distribution and controls equipment they 
go into. 
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Application Software
The new HD 384 and R064-03 stan-
dards require that the design of a low
voltage distribution system includes
the determination of all perspective 
short-circuit and fault currents levels.
GE Power Controls have developed a
windows based software package to
do this: Procera Plus offers a multi
standard and multi lingual software
package to accompany our new
product line. 

Implementation Software
Two ranges of software are designed
to allow a user to select the correct
protection devices, the associated
components needed to install it, 
and a distribution system in which
they can be installed. 
The software can be linked with
Procera and automatically produces
drawings and ordering details.   

Full solution for
low voltage distribution
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